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SMART METERING SOLUTIONS IN
DISTRIBUTIE ENERGIE OLTENIA
SOLUTII SMART METERING ÎN
DISTRIBUȚIE ENERGIE OLTENIA
Radu MARCU1, Cosmin GHIȚĂ2
Abstract: Due to the deeper digitalization context in which Romania
is engaged, Distributie Energie Oltenia has proposed and developed a
digitalization strategy of which an important component is the smart
metering field, and with a broader horizon, smart metering solutions. As a
result of the development of the digitalization strategy, Distributie Energie
Oltenia has set itself to establish from the multitude of technical solutions,
both hardware and software, those that are suitable for the existing
network environment and ensure a considerable success rate. Thus, given
the implementation of the smart metering concept, within Distributie
Energie Oltenia, there were pilots that tested the available PLC (Power
Line Communication) technologies in the smart metering field. Also as part
of the smart metering concept, Distributie Energie Oltenia intends to
implement a series of software applications that ensure both the acquisition
of data from smart meters and the management of large amounts of
information obtained as a result of the implementation of smart metering
systems.

Keywords: smart, metering, intelligent, distribution, energy, Oltenia, PLC,
solutions, metering, digitalization, technologies, advanced
Rezumat: Datorită contextului de digitalizare tot mai profund în
care România este angrenată, Distribuție Energie Oltenia și-a propus și a
realizat o strategie de digitalizare din care o componentă importantă este
domeniul contorizarii inteligente și cu un orizont mai deschis, soluții de
contorizare inteligentă. Ca urmare a dezvoltării strategiei de digitalizare,
Distribuție Energie Oltenia și-a propus să stabilească din multitudinea de
soluții tehnice, atât hardware cât și software pe cele care se pretează
mediului de rețea existent și asigură o rată de success considerabilă într-un
mediu de rețea existent. Ca urmare a implementarii conceptului de smart
1
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metering (contorizare inteligentă), în cadrul Distribuție Energie Oltenia,
au fost realizați piloți de testare a tehnologiilor de comunicații disponibile
în domeniul contorizării inteligente și bazate pe comunicații de tip PLC
(Powe Line Communication). Tot ca parte a conceptului de smart metering,
Distribuție Energie Oltenia și-a propus să implementeze o serie de aplicații
software care să asigure atât achiziția datelor de la contoarele inteligente
cât și managementul cantităților mari de informații obținute ca urmare a
implementării sistemelor de contorizare inteligentă.

Cuvinte cheie: smart, metering, inteligent, distributie, energie, oltenia, PLC,
solutii, contorizare, digitalizare, tehnologii, avansate
1. Introduction
In 2012, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD) requested a feasibility and market study on smart meters, including
a cost-benefit analysis, to evaluate the possibilities of introducing smart
meters on the electricity, natural gas and thermal energy markets of
Romania. A.T. Kearney conducted this study stating that the implementation
of smart metering in the electricity sector has the potential to be a profitable
investment due to the benefits resulting from reducing network losses and
utility operating costs.
Based on this study by A.T. Kearney, ANRE published in 2013 the
Order 91/2013, an order that was subsequently supplemented with the Order
145/2014, normative acts regulating the conditions for the implementation of
smart metering systems.
As a result of these normative acts, Distribuție Energie Oltenia, has
implemented since 2013 three Pilot projects on smart metering systems.
2. Pilot projects
The first step in the implementation of pilot projects for electricity
smart metering was to choose an existing solution on the market, one that
would have proven its maturity and results in the electricity field. A solution
based on PLC (Power Line Communication) type with S-FSK signal
modulation was chosen, one of the most viable at that moment in the
electricity market both in terms of implementation costs and of the results
and the degree of adoption existing at that time.
It should also be taken into account that the smart metering system
field had not yet known the technological advance that it is being reached
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and due to this aspect, the variety of solutions that the operator could choose
was not very large.
Therefore, in 2013 Distribuție Energie Oltenia, realized the first Pilot
for the implementation of a smart metering system, for a number of about
1,000 consumers placed in Craiova municipality, Dolj county, in a
disadvantaged area as urban area, and Sătic locality from Argeș County as
well as the localities Cârceni and Cordun from Mehedinți County as rural
areas.
The implementation of the smart metering system continued in 2014
when a new pilot project aimed at expanding the system implemented a year
before by adding about 12,000 smart meters in different areas (houses and
apartment buildings) in Craiova, Dolj County as urban area and also the
localities Cârcea and Podari from Dolj County, as rural areas.
In 2015, Distribuție Energie Oltenia made the last pilot project that
approached as a technical solution the implementation of a smart metering
system using the PLC technology with S-FSK modulation. This time the
number of meters implemented was about 20,000 and the project was carried
out in mixed areas of houses and apartment buildings in Craiova and in
Cârcea locality in Dolj County.

Figure 1. The architecture of a smart metering system implemented within Distributie
Energie Oltenia

In 2016, as a result of the technological advancement registered by the
smart metering systems market, but also in order to find a solution that can
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cope with the different types of problems identified in the transmission of
data within the system, Distribuție Energie Oltenia makes a Pilot project in
Mogoșești, Olt county, project incorporating approximately 65 smart meters
that use BroadBandPLC for data transmission. A new technology on the
market, with good results in the tests carried out by different manufacturers.
Due to the very rapid technological advancement registered by the
smart metering systems, the need to reduce the costs with the maintenance
of the smart metering systems and at the same time the desire to implement
an open, interoperable and interchangeable system, for Distribuție Energie
Oltenia it occurred the need to test alternative PLC technologies other than
S-FSK PLC.
In view of these aspects, in 2017, Distribuţie Energia Oltenia started a
project to test new technologies, in which it set out to analyze the response
of the new PLC technologies available to the problems raised by the
electricity distribution network. Two technologies were chosen for testing,
which had shown their maturity in development, namely G3-PLC and PLC
PRIME. The project involved 5 manufacturers of data concentrators and
smart meters in Europe, some of them offering both G3-PLC and PLC
PRIME equipment.
In carrying out the project, an important step was the choice of the test
areas for the field testing stage of the equipment, as the purpose was to
capture various cases in the distribution network. At the same time,
Distribuție Energie Oltenia wanted to capture areas similar to those in which
it intends to perform the roll-out stage of the smart metering system.
Therefore, when choosing the areas, a number of technical factors were
taken into account (the existence of disturbances in the distribution network
in which the tests are carried out, adjacent substations for testing the effect
of "cross-talk", transformer stations with long-distance between the data
concentrator and the first smart meter for high signal attenuation, etc.) but
also for a number of administrative or geographical factors such as (highdensity consumer in apartment building areas, substation areas with more
than 200 clients assigned to the respective substation, etc.).
The project was carried out in two stages, a testing stage of the
equipment in laboratory and a testing stage of the equipment in the field,
with the monitoring of some performance indicators established from the
beginning of the project.
In the laboratory testing phase, it was mainly considered to perform
local tests on equipment by direct and not remote connection to equipment,
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and at the same time to test the interoperability and interchangeability for the
available equipment.

Figure 2. Choosing the implementation areas for smart metering pilots using the G3-PLC
and PLC PRIME technologies

The field testing phase aimed to observe the response of the
technologies to the particularities of each part of the network (disturbances,
attenuations, etc.) and, at the same time, to monitor some parameters of
availability of the communication of the meters with the data concentrator
and Head-End-System.
The most important parameters monitored within the project were the
following:
PLC PRIME:
• The total time of registration of the meters in DC
ADD: Very good (> 99%) of meters registered under 30 seconds
ZIV: Low (88.5%) of meters registered under 30 seconds. This
percentage is also significantly influenced by the presence of disturbances in
the installation area
 Instability of topology
ADD: Average (16%) Percentage of communication nodes. No filters
installed
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ZIV: High (30%) percentage of communication nodes. PLC network
instability. Two signal filters installed.
 Availability of communication
ADD: Communication availability> 95.5% for all installed meters.
ZIV: About 90% communication availability.
 Application data
ADD: 99.94% in the first 24 hours, and 100% in 48 hours.
ZIV: 100% success rate for 15-minute load curves and indices.
NOTES:
Even though the KPIs for both providers are approximately equal,
around 100%, it should not be neglected that ZIV equipment was installed in
a network area with considerable disturbances;
In order to avoid the disturbance problems identified in the project, it
is recommended to use PRIME v.1.4 with the possibility of accessing the
FCC band.

Figure 3. Successful data exchange

Figure 4. KPI Charts over a period of time

Figure 5. Number of nodes connected in 10 min.
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Figure 6. Hierarchical structure of the communication nodes
in the ZIV project

PLC PRIME INTEROPERABILITY TESTS:
 Field-tested interoperability:
Interoperability in PLC - PRIME succeeded 100% in the laboratory for
the following configurations (which use the same data model):
ZIV DC and ZIV and Sagemcom meters
Circuitor DC and ZIV and Sagemcom meters
 Field-tested interoperability:
Interoperability in PLC - PRIME has succeeded in the field in the
following configurations of meters, having the following data models
(Spanish T5 and Polish Data Model):
ZIV DC with ZIV, Sagemcom and ADD meters;
ADD meters were authenticated in the data concentrator only at the
DLMS level because the data models were different. It is necessary to
customize data models so that interoperability can be achieved;
 Conclusions:
It was tested the interoperability for four equipment manufacturers
(ADD, ZIV, Circuitor and Sagemcom)
In the laboratory tests it was necessary to know the security criteria
(equipment management passwords, reading passwords, etc.) for the
achievement of interoperability.
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Figure 7. Mounting equipment and performing interoperability tests in the laboratory

G3-PLC:
 Average daily time for data availability
Elster: 99.88% (95.12%) (March 2-8)
Sagemcom 100% (March 21 to 28)
 The average hourly time of data availability
Elster: 97.65% (7 days)
Sagemcom 95% (5 days)
 Average daily time of communication availability
Elster: 98.22% (7 days)
Sagemcom 94.55% (5 days)
 PLC network topology
It is complete and stable even under noise conditions;
No filters were used;
For roll-out, it is estimated 1% of the filters from the no. of meters;
The Sagemcom solution was tested in the noise area and worked with
a single filter installed;

Figure 8. Topology of the communications network for the two implementations
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G3-PLC INTEROPERABILITY TESTS:
– OK: PLC connectivity
 Sagemcom meters registered in the Elster concentrator after
configuring the PSK keys;
– OK: Connectivity to the public client
 Sagemcom meters were read by the Elster concentrator without
the need for Security criteria;
– OK: Connectivity of the reading and association client
 The reading was executed with the DLMS application, property
of Elster
– FAILED: Management of readings in HES
 Registering Sagemcom meters in the HES application, property
of Elster requires modification of the data model.
NOTES:
– Interoperability was only partially achieved due to different data
models (IDIS for Elster and Linky for Sagemcom);
– Before starting the roll-out it is necessary to define a data model
and test the interoperability;

Figure 9. Testing G3-PLC equipment in the laboratory

3. Future implementation strategy
With the publication of Order no. 177/2018 but also due to the
experience gained in the implementation and use of different smart metering
systems, but also as a result of the digitalization objective, Distribuție
Energie Oltenia intends to implement in the next period an open smart
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metering system in order to respond positively to most of the challenges that
the electricity distribution grid has in such a system. Therefore, in the future
period, Distribuţie Energie Oltenia intends to implement a number of
approximately 600,000 smart meters, out of all the clients that Distribuţie
Energie Oltenia serves.
The previous experience gained by Distributie Energie Oltenia in the
implementation of smart metering systems has shown that beyond the
installation of smart meters and communication equipment, there are a
number of factors that must be taken into account when implementing smart
metering, as follows:
 Selection of high priority areas for implementation based on the
analysis of multiple criteria for the planned implementation during
2019-2028;
 In order to build an open system that allows interoperability and
interchangeability, it is necessary to define a unique data model for
the equipment, integral part of the smart metering system, to
observe;
 Defining modus operandi (procedures, organization, logistics, etc.)
pre-installation, installation and post-installation of the smart
metering system;
 Preparation of customer involvement strategy before, during and
after installation;
 Defining the risk register and mitigation actions proposed;
4. Software applications as part of the smart metering system
As a result of the implementation of the smart metering systems on a
large scale, Distributie Energie Oltenia saw the perspective and the need to
take an additional step in what the concept of digitalization means. This step
represents the realization of software applications that ensure the transfer of
data from the smart meters and management of these very large amounts of
data.
In this sense, as a result of a project funded from European funds,
Distributie Energie Oltenia has acquired and is going to implement a data
acquisition application from smart meters, an MMDC (Multi-Meter Data
Collector) application and a smart meters data management application, the
MDMS (Meter Data Management System) application.
The MMDC (Multi-Meter Data Collector) application is a universal
head-end-system that Distributie Energie Oltenia intends to use to collect
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data from all the smart meters installed in the distribution network, whether
we are talking about existing or future meters, whether we are talking about
PLC communication meters or GSM / GPRS meters, or talking about
Advanced Meter Reading (AMR) meters or talking about Advanced Meter
Management (AMM) meters. As basic functionalities, the MMDC
application stands out by:
 Data acquisition (readings, load curves, events, etc.) from smart
meters;
 Management of smart equipment integrated in the communications
network;
 Remote parameterization of smart meters;
 Management of data regarding communication with smart meters;
 Ensuring the functions of remote disconnection / reconnection;
 Updating the firmware for smart meters;
Given the scalability of the smart metering system and its development
perspective, Distributie Energie Oltenia aims at developing an MDMS type
application with the following functionalities:
 Validation, estimation and editing consumption data;
 Management of orders related to the activity of electricity metering;
 Managing events transmitted by smart meters;
 Calculation of electricity loss indicators;
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IMPACT OF THE EU REGULATION 2195/2017 ON THE
PASSAGE OF SETTLEMENT TO 15 MINUTES ON THE
WHOLESALE MARKET IN ROMANIA AND THE
ADAPTING OF THE PROCESSES OF PURCHASE,
STORAGE AND EXCHANGE OF DATA BETWEEN
PARTICIPANTS
IMPACTUL REGULAMENTULUI UE 2195/2017 PRIVIND
TRECEREA DECONTĂRII DE 15 MINUTE ASUPRA
PIEŢEI ANGRO DE ENERGIE ELECTRICĂ DIN ROMÂNIA
ŞI ADAPTAREA PROCESELOR DE ACHIZIŢIONARE,
STOCARE ŞI SCHIMB DE DATE ÎNTRE PARTICIPANŢI
Ciprian DIACONU1 , Florin RĂDOI2
Abstract: EU Regulation 2017/2195 on 15-minute settlement changes
requires changes to the wholesale electricity market in Romania and the
adaptation of the acquisition, storage and data exchange processes between the
participants. The paper makes a brief analysis of data sharing among market
participants and also of computer systems involved, identifies areas where
changes will occur and proposes a plan of measures to be taken by december
2020.

Keywords: Data acquisition, Data Processing, 15-minute settlement,
Metering platform, Wholesale electricity market
Rezumat: Regulamentul UE 2017/2195 privind trecerea decontării de
15 minute necesită modificări ale pieței angro de energie electrică din
România și adaptarea proceselor de achiziție, stocare și schimb de date între
participanți. Lucrarea face o scurtă analiză a schimbului de date între
participanții la piață și, de asemenea, a sistemelor informatice implicate,
identifică domeniile în care vor apărea schimbări și propune un plan de
măsuri care urmează să fie luate până în decembrie 2020.

Cuvinte cheie: Achiziţii de date, procesare de date, decontare 15 minute,
platforma de măsurare, piaţa angro de energie electrică
1
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1. Introduction
In the electricity measuring for electricity balancing market there
are a number of factors that may influence the evolution of computing
systems architecture. Besides technological factors involving
implementation of new technologies a large influence is coming both
from requirements of the wholesale electricity market, regional markets
and also from the EU and national regulations. The electricity balancing
market is an essential component of the national energy system with an
important role in harmonizing the trading component with the balancing
functions and the technological system services. The electricity balancing
market is in a continuous development that stems both from the
requirements of EU and national regulations as well as from
technological progress.
2. Electricity balancing market today
2.1. Participants in the electricity balancing market and exchanges
of data measuring
DM OMEPA as the sole aggregator on the electricity balancing
market, receives monthly from other measuring operators (MO), distribution
operators (DO), measured values for measuring points from the
responsibility of each, the pre-aggregated/aggregated values per holders
license based on Aggregation Agreements concluded with Balanced Paying
Parties (PRE). Currently, the Wholesale Electricity Market employs 8
distributor dealers, the Transport and System Operator (TSO) for the
transport network and 30 zonal distributors.
All measurement operators together with OMEPA, electricity
balancing market operator and OPCOM ensure monthly data exchange for
all participants in the electricity balancing market. Based on the calculations
made on the measured values, unbalances on the electricity balancing market
are calculated for participants. In Figure 1 the exchanges between the
measuring operators, DM OMEPA, electricity balancing market operator
and OPCOM are represented.
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Figure 1. Transmitting of data measuring between wholesale market participants

2.2. Exchange of data measuring between electricity balancing
market participants
Each distributor/metering operator, after acquiring the data from its
own meters, sends the aggregated/semi-aggregated values for all license
holders and Distribution Units (DUs) that are connected to their own
distribution network.
Currently, at the distributor level, the measured values are
aggregated/semi-aggregated for the previous month, with the 60-minute
integration period.
These calculations are transmitted monthly by distribution operators to
the DM OMEPA Metering Platform, for the previous month, in xml format,
with a 60-minute integration period. All measurement/distribution operators
use a unique application that centralizes monthly values on ENTSO-E codes
and creates xml files. The values contained in xml files are 60 minutes.
In figure 2 it is represented structure of an xml File transmitted by the
distribution operator to the central metering platform.
The xml file contains information about:
 creation date file;
 measuring interval;
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 integration period;
 identification code ENTSO-E;
 values in MWh with 3 decimals;
 time stamp;
 status/quality of measuring value.

Figure 2. 60 minutes xml file example

The central metering platform aggregates the values received for each
license holder at the PRE and UD level, for the previous month, along with
the 15 minute integration values from the OTS meters. Once aggregated, the
values are transmitted to the Electricity Balancing Market Operator
(OPCOM) and the Electricity Balancing Market Operator (BMO) with the
60-minute integration period within the timeframe provided by the
regulations in force.
Currently, all data exchanged between participants (Merchants,
Distributors, Manufacturers, Suppliers, OPCOM, TSO, BMO) is an xml
format with a 60-minute integration period. The data received from the
distributors/measurement operators are aggregated in the central metering
platform, together with the 15-minute integration period data from the OTS
own meters.
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In terms of integration intervals for the wholesale energy markets, all of
these components markets (Next Day Market, Centralized Bilateral
Contracts Market and Intraday Market) have a 60-minute integration period.
2.3. The general architecture of a metering system belonging to a
measurement operator
All measurement/distribution operators manage their own data through
dedicated IT platforms.
In general, a telemetering platform (Figure 3) is characterized by a
number of applications, which, depending on the purpose they have, can be
grouped into the following main types of functions:
• data acquisition from meters;
• data aggregation;
• data storage;
• data exchange;
• data publishing.

Figure 3. The general architecture of a telemetering system

Some telemetering platforms may have only a few of the basic
functions, with some features missing, such as publishing data.
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2.4. Data acquisition
Measuring operator telemetering systems acquire data from meters
with both integration period of 15 minutes and 60 minutes. At present, only
a part of the meters belonging to the measuring operators are parameterized
for reading the values with the integration period of 15 minutes, the rest of
the meters being parameterized for reading the values with the integration
period of 60 minutes.
2.5. Data aggregation
At the distributor level, the data is aggregated by each license holder.
These data are transmitted to DM OMEPA in order to aggregate license
holders at PRE level. The aggregated data on Measurement/Distribution
Operator level is calculated in the 60 minute format.
2.6. Data storage
Data exchange with other computer systems is achieved through
applications that generate xml files containing values of 60 minutes. At the
same time, some platforms, in addition to measuring data sharing, can send data
to specialized financial accounting or asset management information modules.
At present, the acquisition, aggregation, storage, exchange with other
information systems and data publishing functions generally have 60-minute
entry /exit data.
2.7. Data exchange with another metering platforms
Data exchange with other computer systems is achieved through
applications that generate xml files containing values of 60 minutes.
At the same time, some platforms, in addition to measuring data
sharing, can send data to specialized financial accounting or asset
management information modules.
At present, the acquisition, aggregation, storage, exchange with other
information systems and data publishing functions generally have 60-minute
entry /exit data.
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3. Electricity balancing market in future
Analyzing the ways in which data is exchanged results that the
applications that generate the xml files must be modified to generate files with
values of 15 minutes. These xml files with 15-minute values must have
(Figure 4):
• unique format to be recognized by all IT systems;
• creation date file;
• measuring interval at 15 minutes;
• integration period;
• identification code ENTSO-E;
• values in MWh with 3 decimals;
• time stamp;
• status/quality of measuring value.
Upon switching to 15-minute integration values, the dimensions of
xml files exchanged will increase 4 times. This increase can be offset by
archiving files with rar or zip archives.
Archiving resulted in compressions of the 10 times smaller than
original dimensions, making it possible to transfer these files in conditions
similar to the current ones.
This 10 times compression factor assure reserve for transmitting 4
times bigger data files with 15 minute integration values.

Figure 4. 15 minutes xml file
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3.1. Changes occuring in the architecture of a telemetering system
to pass the settlement to 15 minutes in future
Attributed to the architecture of a telemetering system, switching to 15
minutes involves changes to the main functions. All the main functions must
be set to be applied to the 15 minutes data format.
3.2. Changes in Data Acquisition from Meters
In order to ensure settlement passage at 15 minutes, all counters will
need to be parameterized with 15 minute profiles.
Transmitting data to the acquisition/processing servers will involve an
increased purchase time depending on the communication protocol used.
The increase in acquisition time can be approximated between
300400%.
This growth may be covered in principle by the processing servers if
they have a reserve of computing power. This reserve can be highlighted by
the CPU and memory occupancy in peak traffic times generated by data
acquisition with Task Manager programs.
Using data from Task Manager or similar programs, it is possible to
make a simulation that will show the need for computing and memory power.
If the acquisition time exceeds a certain acceptable range, it will be
necessary to acquisition of the additional processors or servers, as appropriate.
3.3. Changes in Data Aggregation
Aggregation of data is directly influenced by the passage of the
settlement to 15 minutes because it requires a 400% calculated calculation
time and implicitly a processing power increased by 400%.
Similarly, based on an analysis of the occupancy of processors,
memory in the calculation periods through Task Manager programs, it may
be determined the need to purchase processors/servers and extra memories.
3.4. Changes in Data Storage
Data storage is directly affected by the settlement switching to 15
minutes, meaning that the amount of stored data will increase by 400%. This
can lead to a database reconfiguration by creating new data files tablespaces,
but also by allocating new storage capabilities if the storage hardware units
do not have sufficient capacity to retrieve the new values to 15 minutes.
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According to the regulations in force (ANRE 103/2015 Order of
Measuring of Energy Code) the data from the meters maintains a database
for a period of 400 days. A database of 10,000 meters with 400-day time
stamps occupies an average of 100 GB of memory depending on the
applications/databases used. By extrapolation a 100,000 database hour meter
counts stored for 400 days occupy 1 TB of memory.
At present, databases are used that store data for 50000 counters. In the
near future, it is the issue of acquiring data directly from smart meters at all
measuring points. The requirements of the electricity market along with the
requirements of EU Regulation 2017/2195 will require the development of
telematics systems to database systems that will store values for 2-300000
meters up to 1000000 meters.
The growth of the database in this case will be a significant one, and in some
cases investment is needed to meet this new requirement (Figure 5).
3.5. Changes in Data publishing
Data publishing involves both the database and the web publishing
servers within the architecture, as well as the bandwidth of the Internet
Provider links. However, if the number of clients is limited, switching to
15 minutes will mean a longer wait for data loading without the need for
increased web server computing power but only a bandwidth increase of
dedicated Internet connections.
In this case, we can also analyze the server load in peak activity times
and the occupancy of traffic from the bandwidth of dedicated Internet
connections. The analysis will
show the steps to be taken in
purchasing
new
processors,
memories or servers or increasing
bandwidth for Internet connections

Figure 5. 1000000 metering points
increase capacity of database
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3.6. Changes in the general architecture of a telemetering system
belonging to a measurement operator as a result of switching to
15 minutes
Modifying the main functions of acquisition, aggregation, storage, data
exchange and publishing requires, as the case may be, the modification of the
metering systems architecture by adding new CPUs, memories or servers and
storage units for databases to cover the computing and storage power
requirements. The main functions that are influenced in greater proportion
are data aggregation and data storage. The aggregation function must be
fulfilled within the time limits provided by the legislation in force.
The terms are relatively short as the duration, they require that the
aggregations of the values per month be made in a timely manner. Please be
aware that these calculations can be repeated several times if data corrections
occur. The storage function is obviously affected by resizing storage
databases and defining new profiles.
In the schematic representation of the architecture, the allocation of new
servers and capacities for data storage was highlighted. Allocation is based on
analysis of the capabilities of the telemetering system, resulting in each main
function in part the need for additional CPUs, memory, servers and storage
units. In figure 6 it is presented the general architecture of a modified
telemetering system for 15 minutes data.

Figure 6. The general architecture of a modified telemetering system for 15 minutes data
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The architecture must be scalable from important functions;
acquisition, storage, processing, publication.
4. The implementation chart of the measures to be taken to pass
to 15 minutes settlement on the wholesale market
Starting from the deadline of 01.12.2020, available for all participants
in the electricity balancing market in Romania to switch to the acquisition,
aggregation, storage and transmission of the values at 15 minutes and
analyzing the changes that are necessary both in the IT systems as well as in
the processes of transmitting the values, an indicative plot of implementation
of the measures to be taken can be conceived. We can highlight the
following orientated suite of actions:
• analyzing the information system and drafting the implementation
plan;
• modifying to 15 minutes profiles, parameterizations of meters;
• acquisition, Installation and Configuration Processing Servers and
Storage Capacities;
• additional capacity allocation in the database, defining counters at
15 minutes;
• refresh aggregation formulas with counters at 15 minutes;
• acquisition, aggregation, data transmission to MD OMEPA;
• transmission data tests MOs, OMEPA, OPCOM, BMO;
• turn the electricity market to settlement at 15 minutes.

Figure 7. Implementation chart for settlement measures at 15 minutes
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5. Conclusions
Following the analysis of both the current situation and the measures
to be taken to pass the 15-minute settlement on the wholesale market, the
following conclusions were drawn:
It takes time to implement the measures and to invest in metering
systems in the switching of the 15-minute settlement on the wholesale
electricity market.
Telemetering systems must be scalable, scalability must be mapped to
important functions so that any market requirement can be implemented by
allocating new processing / storage capacities.
From a scalability point of view, virtual machine architectures have an
advantage in that they can allocate for each virtual machine additional extra
cores from the unused cores. The allocation of new cores will increase the
computing power depending on the new requirements, without the need for
further investment in servers.
During the design phase for future telemetering systems, significant
storage capacities may be considered given the possibility of future
settlement at 5 minutes or even 1 minute.
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1. Introducere
Tranziţia sectorului energie impusă de preocupările privind amprenta
de carbon a instalaţiilor energetice va avea un impact major şi asupra
infrastructurii energetice, atât în adaptarea instalaţiilor existente cât şi la
realizarea unor noi obiective. De fapt, importantele schimbări în structura
economică, dezvoltarea sistemelor de generare distribuită, creşterea masivă a
ponderii surselor regenerabile de energie în structura sistemelor de generare
a energiei electrice, creşterea nececesarului de energie electrică prin
creşterea ponderii energiei electrice în totalul energiei utilizate în ţară, au
condus la efectuarea de studii privind realizarea unei distribuţii eficiente şi
flexibile a energiei spre utilizatori.
În cadrul lucrării sunt analizate principalele aspecte legate de
adaptarea infrastructurii actuale dar şi de soluţii de viitor care să asigure o
bună observabilitate a reţelei, posibilitatea de conectare a tuturor tipurilor de
surse (inclusiv sistemele de stocarea), asigurarea unei calităţi superioare a
energiei electrice furnizate utilizatorilor.
2. Necesitatea unui plan de acţiune privind infrastructura
energetică
Infrastructura energetică actuală a fost construită pe parcursul multor
ani, cu investiţii importante şi cu obiective bine precizate (alimentare zone
urbane şi industriale, alimentare platforme industriale etc.). Odată cu
creşterea necesarului de energie electrică, a schimbărilor în structura
economică a ţării, a noilor concepte privind alimentarea cu energie
(utilizatori activi, microreţele, centrale virtuale), prin trecerea de la producţia
centralizată la producţia distribuită prin utilizarea surselor locale de energie,
a tranziţiei spre noile surse de energie legate de decarbonarea sistemelor de
energie, apare necesară adaptarea structurii actuale la noile realităţi.
Modul în care gestionăm infrastructura existentă va influenţa puternic
viteza procesului de reducere a emisiilor de carbon, eficienţa procesului, şi
căile prin care se va reuşi această tranziţie. Infrastructura existentă poate
juca un rol important, dar este necesară o viziune coordonată a modului în
care va fi integrată în agenda mai largă a tranziției în domeniul energiei.
Consiliul Mondial al Energiei a elaborat un set de principii pentru
elaborarea unui Plan de Acțiune privind Infrastructura [1] astfel încât
dezafectarea sau reutilizarea unor active să fie realizată având în vedere
obiectivul amplu al reducerii emisiilor de carbon. Va fi infrastructura
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existentă o povară sau un atu în atingerea acestui obiectiv? Principiile
elaborate se bazează pe interviuri cu liderii din energie din întreaga lume,
completate cu cercetarea diferitelor surse.
De asemenea, o mare parte dintre amplasamentele actuale de
combustibili din surse fosile, dar şi de centrale electrice vor atinge durata lor
de viaţă, încât se pune problema modificării structurii reţelei de transport
pentru a se adapta la o nouă configuraţie a sistemului. Crearea unui nou
sistem energetic, adaptat cerinţelor viitorului şi în special imperativului
reducerii drastice a emisiilor de carbon, trebuie să se realizeze prin reducerea
la minimum a costurilor și reducerea riscului de pierderi în cascadă.
Documentele Comisiei Europene [2] stabilesc obiectivele pentru anul
2050, dezvoltarea unui sistem energetic retehnologizat şi digitalizat şi
integrarea energiei din surse regenerabile fiind o parte importantă a
orientărilor strategice ale Uniunii Europene. Regândirea şi retehnologizarea
sistemului energetic implică transformări profunde, respectiv, contorizarea
inteligenta, integrarea surselor regenerabile şi distribuite de energie, instalaţii
de stocare a energiei, utilizarea transformatoarelor, a echipamentelor electrice
şi a conductoarelor cu pierderi reduse.
Desigur că utilizarea raţională a structurilor actuale pentru dezvoltarea
noilor sisteme determină importante oportunităţi economice, asigurând
posibilitatea unei tranziţii către economia viitoare. Un rol important în
modificarea structurii actuale a reţelelor de transport şi distribuţie îl au
modificările aduse în etapa actuală de tranziţie a sistemelor de energie. Apar
noi surse de energie şi noi tehnologii care trebuie să fie integrate. Tranziţia
trebuie să fie anticipată şi prin elaborarea schemelor corespunzând structurilor
noi sau up-gradarea celor existente; tranziţia trebuie privită ca o oportunitate.
Noile topologii ale reţelelor electrice vor permite atât rezolvarea
problemelor actuale cât şi o dezvoltare în viitor prin:
 infrastructura care să asigure optimizarea funcţionării participanţilor la
sistemul energetic, producători sau utilizatori, în sistem centralizat sau
distribuit;
 asigurarea condiţiilor pentru utilizarea eficientă a surselor regenerabile;
 promovarea generării distribuite a energiei;
 interconectarea noilor structuri distribuite a surselor şi a utilizatorilor.
Dezvoltarea reţelelor de distribuţie incluzând surse regenerabile de
energie cu producţie volatilă, prezenţa sistemelor de stocare a energiei
eletrice, exigenţele crescute privind calitatea energiei electrice furnizată
utilizatorilor precum şi preocupările privind reducerea pierderilor la transferul
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de energie prin reţeaua de distribuţie a determinat elaborarea de noi soluţii,
în care sistemele moderne de comandă, control şi comunicaţie au un rol
important.
Principalele dezvoltări preconizate pentru viitoarele configuraţii ale
sistemelor de distribuţie sunt [3] :
a) utilizarea largă a surselor regenerabile de energie electrică cu
producţie intermitentă; se consideră că până în anul 2030 peste 50% din
energia electrică utilizată să provină de la sursele regenerabile;
b) creşterea ponderii surselor distribuite de energie, cu conectarea
acestora în reţeaua de distribuţie, ceea ce implică transferul unor activităţi de
control în sistem de la nivelul reţelei de transport la nivelul reţelei de
distribuţie;
c) valorificarea surselor locale de energie şi creşterea ponderii surselor
de putere relativ redusă;
d) creşterea necesarului de energie electrică şi reducerea amprentei de
carbon a sectorului energie prin dezvoltarea transportului electric, încălzirea
şi răcirea folosind echipamente electrice, creşterea ponderii proceselor
electrotermice în industrie;
e) dezvoltarea sistemelor de stocare a energiei electrice care vor oferi
soluţii eficiente ca surse de rezervă şi pentru adaptarea producţiei
intermitente la graficul de sarcină al utilizatorilor;
f) creşterea gradului de observabilitate a reţelei electrice prin utilizarea
unui mare număr de senzori specifici şi includerea acestora într-un sistem
eficient de control şi monitorizare a reţelei;
g) dezvoltarea sistemelor de comunicaţie şi de transfer de date va
asigura un răspuns rapid la evenimente şi flexibilitate în gestionarea reţelei.
3. Structuri posibile ale reţelelor inteligente
Odată cu amplificarea preocupărilor privind decarbonarea sistemului
energetic prin utilizarea locală a energiei (în principal, energie solară sau
eoliană) se dezvoltă structuri sub forma microreţelor (fig. 1), construite în
special la joasă tensiune, în care sunt utilizate surse locale de tipul panourilor
fotoelectrice, surse eoliene, generatoare antrenate de motoare Diesel (pentru
a asigura prin cogenerare alimentarea cu căldură a locuitorilor din zonă),
sisteme de stocare, receptoare comandabile, sisteme de alimentare a
vehiculelor electrice, astfel că un utilizator poate să-şi asigure necesarul său
de energie electrică şi să transmită în microreţeaua care poate cuprinde mai
mulţi utilizatori activi (dotaţi cu panouri PV şi sisteme de stocare a energiei
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electrice) surplusul de energie. Microreţeaua are şi posibilitatea conectării la
reţeaua electrică publică pentru a primi necesarul suplimentar de energie sau
pentru a transmite excedentul de energie.

Motor
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G

Agregator
VE


20 kV
La furnizorul de
energie
P, Q, V, €
G
Centrul de control
al microreţelei

Invertor

Invertor
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microgrid

0,4 kV
Receptoare
„inteligente”

Stocare




Figura 1. Circuitele de putere şi circuitele informatice într-un microgrid.

Managementul surselor şi al receptoarelor este realizat de la un centru
de control care urmăreşte utilizarea optimă a surselor de energie, în
condiţiile realizării unui preţ al energiei generate cel mult egal cu preţul de
pe piaţa de energie electrică.
Dezvoltarea microreţelelor şi posibilităţile oferite de sistemele actuale
de comunicaţie permite trecerea la o etapă superioară de multi-microgrid, care
include mai multe microreţele, cu unităţi de generare distribuite, sisteme de
stocare a energiei electrice, receptoare controlabile. Microreţeaua poate fi
considerată ca un ansamblu energetic care urmărește să utilizeze resursele
locale într-un mod optim. Implementarea unui concept multi-microgrid
implică integrarea tehnică și comercială a multi-microgridurilor, adică
interconectarea mai multor microreţele cu sistemele de distribuție din amonte
și operarea piețelor descentralizate pentru servicii energetice și auxiliare.
Managementul şi controlul multi-microreţelor implică existenţa unei
structuri de dispecer de ansamblu şi un amplu sistem de comunicaţie cu
dispecerii microreţelelor, pentru a asigura funcţionarea optimizată a
sistemului. Odată cu creşterea ponderii surselor intermitente, creşterea
necesarului de energie electrică determinată de creşterea ponderii încălzirii
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electrice şi a transportului electric, dar şi a posibilităţilor oferite de utilizatorii
DR (demand response) care acceptă să-şi modifice sarcina şi apariţia
circuitelor cu fluxuri bidirecţionale de energie, în sistemele de energie apar
probleme complexe care trebuie rezolvate pentru a asigura nivelurile acceptate
de tensiune în nodurile reţelei şi a frecvenţei în întregul sistem energetic. Un
rol important, în acest caz, îl are activarea rapidă a surselor de rezervă şi a
surselor flexibile, pe baza informaţiilor oferite de sistemele eficiente de
măsurare. Pentru rezolvarea problemelor care apar în sistemele moderne,
cuprinzând reţele active cu surse distribuite (eoliene, solare, sisteme de
stocare) ELECTRA a propus un concept privind descentralizarea sub formă
de celule (Web-of-Cells)  figura 2  în care controlul în timp real a tensiunii
şi frecvenţei este descentralizat şi delegat operatorilor de zonă (a celulelor) cu
rol asemănător operatorilor de distribuţie şi a operatorilor de sistem [3, 4].




Celula IT

Celula IT























Celula MT/JT

Celula MT/JT






Celula JT

Figura 2. Structura sub formă de celule a sistemului energetic.

Sistemele fractale [3, 5, 6] (fig.3), dezvoltate prin asamblarea recursivă
a unor clădiri inteligente, microreţele, orașe inteligente, rețele de distribuție cu
structuri asemănătoare pot asigura posibilitatea optimizării organizării spațiale
a structurii rețelelor urbane. Structura fractală este aproape omniprezentă în
natură, pentru că natura se organizează cu eficienţă maximă urmând anumite
tipare de dezvoltare, valabile în mare măsură atât la nivel mic, al lanţurilor de
molecule, cât şi la nivel cosmic. Teoria fractală profită de dinamica scalei și
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de dinamica de auto-organizare a energiei şi materiei la toate nivelurile
ierarhiei, de la celule și organisme la Univers ca întreg și constată existenţa
unei forme de evoluate de simetrie globală. Reţelele electrice de distribuţie pot
fi considerate terenul de dezvoltare al unor concepte bazate pe matematica
fractalilor. Structurile fractale permit realizarea unor sisteme flexibile, uşor
controlabile, reziliente şi interoperabile, cu funcţionare sigură şi eficientă,
fiind destinate în special reţelelor inteligente de joasă tensiune. Conceptul
poate fi implementat în special la dezvoltări de noi reţele de alimentare.

Reţea de înaltă
tensiune

Reţea de medie
tensiune

Reţea de joasă
tensiune

Figura 3. Structura fractală a unui sistem energetic.

Sistemul energetic autonom este o nouă concepţie complet integrată și
distribuită de control care autogestionează și optimizează toate deciziile
operaționale ale rețelei în timp real. Pentru a realiza acest lucru, sunt
efectuate studii pentru a stabili nivelul realizabil al controlului distribuit (sau
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echilibrul dintre controalele distribuite, centralizate și ierarhice) și impactul
acestuia asupra deciziilor privind investițiile, reziliența, riscul, participarea și
controlul utilizatorilor, într-un sistem transnațional interconectat.
Reţeaua Faraday este o arhitectură care permite controlul transferului
de putere în reţeaua electrică [7]. Tehnologia Reţea Faraday este dezvoltată
pentru a asigura controlul fluxurilor de putere, integrarea surselor
regenerabile, a surselor distribuite, într-un mod sigur şi controlabil, odată cu
creşterea stabilităţii sistemului, reducerea costurilor cu controlul reţelei, o
adaptare continuă şi autonomă la variaţii în sistemul energetic, urmărind
realizarea unui bilanţ optim. Tehnologia asigură un control al circulaţiei de
putere şi menţinerea automată a tensiunii şi a nesimetriei în reţea.
Un astfel de sistem poate fi realizat prin montarea pe linii a unor
instalaţii de tipul IPFC (interline power flow controller) care permit
conectarea în serie cu linia a înfăşurări unui transformator comandat (fig. 4)
[8].
Valoarea tensiunii U determinată de înfăşurarea transformatorului T1
, conectată în serie cu linia poate fi modificată în limite largi prin controlul
repartiţiei tensiunii între înfăşurarea primară a transformatorului T1 şi a
bobinei T2 controlată cu curent electric continuu.
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Figura 4. Schemă pentru controlul circulaţiei de putere pe liniile electrice.

Se consideră faptul că tehnologia Reţea Faraday pentru controlul
circulaţiei de putere prezintă următoarele avantaje faţă de tehnologia actuală:
 creştere cu 80% a posiblităţilor de integrare a surselor regenerabile;
 reducerea cu 34% a necesarului de putere reactivă;
 creşterea cu 25% a capacitătii de transfer a reţelei electrice;
 reducerea cu 7% a pierderilor de energie;
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Modelele de dezvoltare viitoare urmăresc realizarea unor deziderate în
privinţa optimizării structurii şi topologiei reţelelor, încorporând tehnologii
şi concepte inovative, cum ar fi:
a) Realizarea topologiei optime a reţelelor de tip multi-microgrid
interconectate, care să integreze în mod flexibil şi adaptativ generarea
distribuită, indiferent de tipul tehnologiei folosite, de dimensiunea sau
amplasarea fizică a sursei;
b) Un concept conducere cu arhitectură optimizată pe nivelurile
ierarhice şi realizarea scalabilităţii sistemului.
c) Modalităţi rapide de eliminare a întreruperilor, avariilor şi
perturbaţiilor în calitatea energiei electrice; reconfigurarea optimă a reţelei
atunci când este necesar din punct de vedere operaţional;
d) Scăderea consumului propriu tehnologic, folosirea celei mai eficiente
scheme pentru transferul energiei electrice între surse şi utilizatori sau în
punctele de schimb;
e) Tratamentul nediscriminatoriu al participanţilor la funcţionarea
sistemului, oferind opţiuni avansate de configurare a curbei de sarcină şi de
tranzacţionare a energiei pentru toţi participanţii, în funcţie de tehnologiile şi
capabilităţile fiecăruia;
f) Prognoza de dezvoltare a surselor şi a punctelor de utilizare şi
optimizarea costurilor de conectare a noilor utilizatori.
Schimbarea structurii reţelelor este o necesitate de netăgăduit, ne
îndreptăm către acest punct în mod determinat de cerinţele de eficienţă
energetică, calitate a distribuţiei energiei electrice şi prin utilizarea din ce în ce
mai intensă a noilor tehnologii, a integrării tehnologiilor informatice în toate
componentele lanţului energetic. Era evident de multă vreme că reţelele
electrice dezvoltate şi conduse după principii centralizate vor trece printr-o
transformare profundă sub presiunea noilor cerinţe, atât din partea
utilizatorilor cât şi a producătorilor.
Pe lângă tehnologiile electronice şi informatice se produc schimbări de
substanţă la nivelul materialelor pentru celule solare mai eficiente, instalaţii de
înaltă tensiune compacte, protecţii electrice mai performante. Regândirea şi
retehnologizarea sistemului energetic implică transformări profunde,
incluzând contorizarea inteligentă, utilizarea de noi traductoare pentru
achiziţia informaţiilor privind tensiunea şi curentul electric, integrarea surselor
regenerabile şi distribuite de energie, dispozitive de stocare a energiei,
utilizarea transformatoarelor, a echipamentelor electrice cu pierderi reduse.
Dezvoltarea reţelelor de distribuţie spre sisteme distribuite sub forma
micro, mini sau multi-microreţele care includ surse regenerabile, sisteme de
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stocare a energiei şi receptoare comandabile impune dezvoltarea unui sistem
adecvat de management care să gestioneze eficient cele 4 surse de energie:
sursele regenerabile, sistemele de stocare a energiei, receptoarele
comandabile şi legătura la rteaua electrică publică. Apariţia
transformatoarelor electronice (fig. 5) care asigură separarea din punctul de
vedere al frecvenţei de reţeaua electrică publică necesită elaborarea de noi
criterii de calitate a energiei furnizată utilizatorilor şi noi reguli de
funcţionare a interfeţei dintre reţeaua publică şi noile structuri de reţea.

Figura 5. Transformator electronic MT/JT.

Din punctul de vedere al cererii de energiei electrică, va exista o
pondere mai mare a vehiculelor electrice. Totodată se va pune accentul pe
stocarea energiei electrice în baterii lithium-ion pentru aplatizarea curbei de
sarcină sau a altor dispozitive controlabile de la distanţă care pot interveni în
funcţie de starea sistemului, de preţul energiei electrice sau de
decizii/prognoze. Exista evident şi alte tehnologii de stocare care pot deveni
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competitive la un moment dat: flywheel (volant), baterii nichel-cadmiu,
stocare gravitaţională, aer comprimat ş.a. Ȋn mod cert înlocuirea
infrastructurii existente cu o alta, adaptată nevoilor viitoare, va fi rezultatul
unui salt tehnologic, a unei adevărate revoluţii rezultând din acumulări pe
multiple planuri.
4. Importanţa adoptării soluţiilor creatoare de reconvertire
a infrastructurii existente
Este neîndoielnic că, la ora actuală, premizele tehnologice ale noului
tip de ecosistem energetic au apărut deja. Modelul sau modelele de reţele ale
viitorului au căpătat consistenţă atât sub aspect conceptual cât şi din punct
de vedere practic. Există numeroase proiecte pilot şi oferte de sisteme ale
tuturor marilor furnizori, însă dorim să aducem în atenţie direcţiile de
dezvoltare viitoare în contextul evidenţiat de ultimele rapoarte WEC privind
„Marea tranziţie” [1].
Noua paradigmă a energiei se caracterizează prin ritmul accelerat al
creşterii necesarului de energie electrică la utilizatorul final, creșterea ponderii
ecosistemelor energetice controlate digital, prin centre pentru servicii de date
și apariția unui nou agent: utilizatorul activ (proconsumatorul energetic ca
utilizator care deopotrivă utilizează și produc energie). Este evidentă trecerea
de la generarea centralizată şi monopolul integrat pe verticală către
descentralizare, digitalizare, clustere energetice, microreţele, interconectarea și
diversificarea opțiunilor de achiziţie și stocare a energiei.
Consiliul Mondial al Energiei a realizat pe baza analizei interviurilor
aprofundate cu lideri ai domeniului din întreaga lume şi pe baza cercetărilor
proprii, ultimul raport care aduce în discuţie în ce măsură infrastructura
existentă, poate fi reutilizată, reconvertită. „Infrastructura actuală a fost
construită pentru a reflecta cerinţele de fiabilitate și costuri scăzute. Aceste
cerinţe s-au schimbat acum pentru a include sustenabilitatea în raport cu
mediul. Actuala infrastructură nu este, în esență, compatibilă cu imperativul
sustenabilităţii și cu actualele aspirații sociale și economice " (Richard
Dowling de la Faraday Grid).
Majoritatea activelor existente în infrastructura energetică au fost
proiectate și construite pentru a dura zeci de ani. Aceste active au funcţionat
împreună cu modelul de afaceri şi de societate care le era asociat; este cât se
poate de natural ca schimbările în tehnologii, modele de afaceri și politicile
guvernamentale pe parcursul vieții lor să le afecteze. Până în prezent, aceste
schimbări erau pur și simplu o evoluție a modelului existent de producţie,
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transport, distribuţie și utilizare de energie, în condiţiile în care societatea a
cunoscut o creștere rapidă privind cererea de energie, satisfăcută prin
utilizarea combustibililor fosili ca purtător primar de energie și generarea
centralizată a energiei electrice.
Tranziţia energetică determină acum un salt mult mai amplu în ceea ce
priveşte prosperitatea economică, progresul tehnologiilor, politicile
comerciale și de mediu. Este o trecere de la valorile de bază ale securității,
fiabilității și robusteții pe care au fost construite sistemele energetice existente,
către noi valori, respectiv, sustenabilitate, flexibilitate și accesibilitate, permise
de un model complet nou de producţie, distribuţie și utilizare de energie. Ȋn
cadrul acestui fenomen, trebuie să să fie găsite cele mai creative modalități de
a utiliza activele energetice existente, pe măsură ce dorim să trecem la un
sistem cu emisii scăzute de carbon. Nu va fi suficientă abordarea pur tehnică
de specialitate, pentru valorificarea optimă a activelor existente, va fi necesară
o abordare creatoare care să combine resurse inteligente din mai multe
specialităţi, respectiv, ecologie, arhitectură peisagistică şi urbanism,
biotehnologie, agricultură, suplimentar faţă de energetică.
Spre exemplu, ne putem gândi la reutilizarea spaţiului vast aferent unei
vechi termocentrale în cadrul unui proiect complex care ar urma să
înglobeze energie din surse regenerabile, spaţii de producţie agricolă în sere
utilizând noi tehnologii de creştere a plantelor, zone dedicate cercetării şi
învăţământului universitar, microproducţie, laboratoare de analize şi testare.
Ȋntreaga zonă se poate transforma într-un microgrid având producţie şi
utilizare, fiind sustenabilă prin noile activităţi şi afaceri atrase. Succesul
reconvertirii cât mai creatoare a activelor existente devine condiţia implicită
a tranziţiei energetice rapide şi de succes.
Dacă infrastructura existentă a fost privită uneori ca un obstacol,
această abordare trebuie să se schimbe, ea trebuie să fie considerată o
resursă. Costurile dezafectării complete sau a abandonării infrastructurii
existente pot fi atât de mari încât tranziţia energetică să devină extrem de
costisitoare şi greu de acceptat pe plan social. Un asemenea scenariu ar duce
inevitabil la încetinirea înnoirilor necesare reducerii emisiilor de carbon,
ceea ce ar putea avea consecinţe dezastruoase. De aceea, este nevoie de o
preocupare deosebită şi creatoare pentru a planifica rolul infrastructurii
existente în viitoarele sisteme energetice. Guvernele naționale și părțile
interesate de energie ar trebui să co-dezvolte un plan de acțiune dedicat
infrastructurii energetice, pentru a se identifica cele mai bune oportunități
de valorificare, în vederea alinierii producţiei şi distribuţiei de energie la
cerinţele de reducere a emisiilor de carbon. În Europa, pe lângă guvernele
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naționale, factorii politici europeni vor juca un rol-cheie pentru elaborarea
planului de infrastructură energetică pentru a asigura coerența pentru toate
țările.
5. Concluzii
În final este prezentat un citat al unuia dintre specialiştii de prestigiu
consultaţi la elaborarea raportului WEC (CME) şi anume Yuri Freedman, de
la Southern California Gas Company:
„Infrastructura energetică existentă este un portofoliu valoros de active
care a fost planificat, dezvoltat și construit pe parcursul multor decenii.
Adaptarea și reutilizarea acestor active are de jucat un rol important în
tranziția globală la un mix energetic cu emisii reduse de carbon. Utilizarea
activelor existente, care este de obicei mai puţin costisitoare decât
construirea unora noi, permite reducerea costurilor, ceea ce este esenţial
pentru acceptarea socială largă a tranziției energetice".
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low carbon emissions represents both an urgent need and an enormous
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times. Failure could endanger our prosperity and well-being. The success will
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well-being and growth. More important is that the transition to a low-carbon,
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șansă enormă pentru Republica Moldova. Aceasta este primordiala
provocare a timpurilor noastre. Eșecul ne-ar putea pune în pericol
prosperitatea și bunăstarea. Succesul va oferi oportunități economice fără
precedent și noi căi spre prosperitate, bunăstare și creștere. Mai important
este faptul că tranziția către o economie cu emisii scăzute de dioxid de
carbon, eficientă din punct de vedere energetic și rezistentă la schimbările
climatice, necesită un sistem mai descentralizat și mai deschis, care să
implice întreaga societate rezilientă.
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1. Introduction
Energy transition plays a vital role in the top of the global needs.
Against the backdrop of constant changes and global warming problems, the
energy transition is desired toward the development of the renewable energy
market and energy efficiency. The present approach to the secure
transformation process, but insufficiently rapid, tends to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. [1].
Europe's transition to a future society with low carbon dioxide
becomes the new reality on the ground [2].The change of the geopolitical
environment refers to an energy union in order to protect the long-term
economic interests and a balance both in Europe and throughout the world.
The energy transition must be socially equitable, lead to innovation
and be based on a future-oriented infrastructure, while strengthening the
security of supply. The European Union's investment instruments and its
foreign and development policy support Europe's energy transition [3].
2. Primordial steps of the transition to clean, renewable sources
Following a comprehensive analysis in the evaluation of advanced
technologies that are running very fast, our country can no longer afford to
attend passively to this phenomenon and must go to direct actions.
Thus, it requires a three step approach of transition from a classic
energy system based on fossil fuels to one oriented towards clean sources,
renewable [4]:
1. Energy efficiency
The increase of the energy efficiency is the result of the
implementation a series of measures that allow to optimize the relation
between the amount of energy used (what goes in) and the products and
services obtained (what goes out), under the same quality of service. The
efficiency objective can be achieved through measures and investments in
technology, management, education and usage habits [4]. For example, any
improvement activity maintains the building in a better shape, extending its
lifespan and increasing its value. The investments also contribute to the
saving of primary energy resources, as well as to the reduction of
environmental pollution through the gas emissions inherent in the energy
production process.
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2. Structural changes
 Changing the mode of energy production in big power plants - the
move towards a decentralized energy system, using local renewable
resources, such as wind, sun or geothermal energy.
3. Energy efficient transports
Building efficient public transport systems.
 Using efficient cars and trucks, etc.


Figure 1. The scenario of the Energy Revolution [15]

3. Energy transition - a lasting political will
The Energy Union and the "Clean Energy for All Europeans" package
are currently a clear impulse for accelerating the construction of energy
networks in order to strengthen the security of energy supply and facilitate
the transition to clean energy [5].
The scenario of the Energy Revolution 2015 [4] shows that humanity
can make the transition toward 100% renewable energy by 2050.
The transition - modifies the production of electricity and determines a
lower energy requirement, locally, cleanly and efficiently [7].
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A complete decarbonisation of the electricity sector by 2050 is feasible
and efficient in terms of cost than the current system of electricity. Energy
transition is no longer a matter of technological feasibility and economic
profitability, but a matter of political will, reflected in a fall in prices on solar
panels and batteries - therefore - cheaper energy.
Switching to renewable energy sources also has an impact on the labor
market. Currently, around 19 million people from all over the world work in the
electricity sector, of which only half activate in the coal industry. Workplaces in
the coal industry are being lost, but according to the calculations there will be
twice as many jobs in the field of renewable energy sources.
Prospects for energy transition: it needs investments for low carbon.
Energy of the transition refers to the case of increasing the implementation of
energy from renewable sources and energy efficiency, which determines the
emission reductions needed to maintain the global temperature rising to no
more than two degrees Celsius, avoiding the worst effects of climate change
[8].
The transition [9] toward a low-carbon economy has important
consequences for the sustainable use of resources than fossil fuels, based on the
emblematic resource efficiency initiative under the Europe 2020 strategy. The
reduction of GHG emissions from the energy sector coincides with the
considerable reduction of other atmospheric pollutants, with related health
benefits. The reduction of GHG emissions from the energy sector coincides
with the considerable reduction of other atmospheric pollutants, with related
health benefits.
4. EU energy and climate targets and goals
EU targets and objectives [10] on reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
renewable energy and energy efficiency are reflected as follows:
By 2020 [11]:
 20% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions (compared to 1990 levels);
 increasing to 20% the share of renewable energy in final energy
demand;
 an indicative target to improve energy efficiency by 20% compared
to forecasts on future energy needs;
By 2030 [12]:
 reducing greenhouse gas emissions to at least 40% (compared to
1990 levels);
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 increasing to at least 27% the share of energy from renewable
sources in the final energy requirement (mandatory target at EU level);
 an indicative target for improving energy efficiency by at least 27%
compared to forecasts regarding future energy needs; this quota should be
revised in 2020 taking into account a target of 30% EU [13].

By 2050 [14]:
EU intends to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases by 80-95%
compared to 1990 levels.
The current trends, projections and targets considered are shown in
Figure 2, along with the emission reductions required to meet these targets.
Analyzing the figure, the targets and objectives by 2030 and 2050 are
prominent in terms of reducing greenhouse gas emissions effect that can not
be achieved unless additional and significant efforts. By achieving the
targets set by 2030, annual emissions reduction efforts will be increased by
50% over the next ten years.
The most important change will be required for the period after 2030,
when the rate’s reduction of emissions should exceed historical levels three
to four times to achieve the desired objective set by 2050.

Figure 2. Greenhouse gas emissions in the EU: trends, projections,
targets and reduction objectives [16]
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5. Policies based on comprehensible governance
Worldwide, the renewable energy industry [36] has seen rapid growth
and cost reductions in recent years, for example in wind and solar energy.
Thus, as regard to the micro, national and EU levels, the reports of the
highest audit institutions in the EU on energy from renewable sources
identified the following issues [37]:
 obstacles to investments;
 poor cost-effeciency report;
 monitoring and evaluation issues.
In 2015, EU Member States (Figure 3) have released approximately
4.6 gigatons of CO2 equivalent (CO2 presents - a unit used to compare the
global warming potential of different greenhouse gas emissions using global
warming potential reference CO2) [16].
In order to monitor progress on reducing greenhouse gas emissions in
the EU, the European Commission and the Member States report annually
the level of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, organizing and
establishing an internal emissions reporting system [6]. Consequently, the
action is directed by the EU on greenhouse gases, as a result of compiling
the respective inventories of the Member States. Inventory quality of
Member States is checked annually, respectively international experts from
countries outside the EU must review the inventories of greenhouse gas
emissions from EU at least once every five years.

Figure 3. GHG emissions (2015) in EU
Member States [17]
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The road toward renewable energy sources requires comprehensive
governance. Policy development and implementation should be based on the
best available data, modeling and analysis.
This thing represents a challenge when are being approached topics such
as energy and climate change, because of their complexity, the relatively new
character of some data and the pace of change that are taking place both as a
result of the energy transition, as the consequences of climate change.
In the context of impact assessments [41], the Commission relies
heavily on data and modeling to compare different policy options.
All these models, considered useful, have certain limitations, of which
their users must be aware [42], [43]. Depending on the model used, these
limitations include:
 the sensitivity of the results to individual assumptions, for example
the discount rates used to calculate the yield on investments;
 a limited level of particularization, for example in relation to the
effects on individual households;
 difficulty to take into consideration future technological revolutions
and social change and the effects of climate change.
6. Transition to low carbon energy production
The transition to a low-carbon energy supply sector requires significant
additional changes in energy production [18]. In the current policy framework, a
change in the energy mix of the future is expected (Figure 4), marked by a
strong decline of all fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural gas) in the EU's domestic
production and switch to energy from renewable sources. Therefore, additional
capacities are required for energy production from renewable sources.

Figure 4. Forecasts on energy production in the EU by fuel type [19]
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The development of renewable energy sources must take place mainly
in the electricity sector, as the potential for increased use of these sources in
the production of thermal energy is currently lower [20]. In-depth
transformation of the energy system brings a number of challenges. First of
all, the growth and integration of certain non-controllable forms of energy
from renewable sources, mainly wind and solar energy, into the electricity
system, where demand and supply must be constantly balanced and where
storage solutions are currently limited, raises series of technical challenges.
Because the EU wants to establish conditions for supply safe and
affordable for all citizens and businesses in the EU and to make the EU the
world leader in renewable energy, there will be further changes that will
evolve consequence on the Republic of Moldova.
First of all, this means that an increasing amount of energy will have
to be the subject of cross-border transactions [38], which implies an efficient
cooperation between all operators in the market. Because the share of energy
produced from renewable sources will increase [39], the networks must
facilitate cross-border cooperation to reflect the increasing variability of
production.

Figure 5. EU greenhouse gas emissions in 2015,
according to source [21]

New technologies such as smart grids, smart meters, smart homes,
energy own production equipment and storage give citizens the opportunity
to get involved in the energy transition, using these new technologies to
reduce bills and actively participate in the market [40].
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The production and use of energy causes 79% of emissions of
greenhouse gases in the EU (Figure 5). In recent decades, the EU has made
progress in order to increase sustainability, accessibility in terms of price and
security of energy sector. But EU transition of energy sector by sources of low
carbon energy still has a long way to go and still faces many challenges.

Figure 6. Evolution of the energy mix used in EU-28 for the production of
electricity and heat, between 1990 and 2015 [22]

It is expected in the EU a significant decline in the production of fossil
fuel energy, along with a continuous increase in the production of energy
from renewable sources (Figure 6). The latter contributes to mitigate climate
change and reduce dependence on energy imports, improve security of
energy supply in the EU. At the same time, the integration of energy
production from renewable sources into the energy system presents a
number of challenges.
7. Primordial challenges masked in the energy transition
In continuation, profound changes are needed in the electricity system,
in order to meet the challenges such as:
 the variability of the energy production from intermittent renewable
sources,
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energy storage,
decentralized energy production and
 more dynamic demand management.
Energy infrastructure, both in the Member States and in the Republic
of Moldova, is not yet fully designed for integrated markets. The
development of internal markets [23] for electricity and natural gas is the
fundamental element of ensuring energy supply [24] in a cost-effective way,
as they open up possibilities for greater diversification of supply [25] , by
creating flexible trade exchanges within and between Member States [26],
[27]. EU legislation concerning the interruption of electricity and natural gas
supply [28], [29] is being updated. Circulated proposals include the
transition from national to regional approach and cross-border in situations
of power supply outage [30].



Figure 7. Electricity and heat generated and CO2 emissions
from different energy sources in 22 EU Member States in 2015 [33]

Similarly, the transport sector must undergo a series of changes in
energy use, switching toward modes of transport with low carbon emissions
and using biofuels and alternative fuels, such as electricity [31]. Energy
efficiency measures will further transform the energy system.
The volume of greenhouse gas emissions varies greatly depending on
the energy source used (Figure 7). Thus, the transition of the energy supply
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sector toward a decarbonisation of production is vital for reducing
emissions.
From Figure 7 it is observed that the use of coal leads to a higher
emission of CO2 volume per unit of energy produced than any other fossil
fuel. In 2015, only one quarter of the EU electricity and heat was produced
from coal, but related CO2 emissions represent 72% of total CO2 emissions
from electricity and heat production in the EU [34].
In addition to the effects that can have in terms of limiting climate
change, energy transition can also benefit in other areas, such as improving
air quality and reducing dependence on imports, while also taking into
account economic growth. produced by the creation of "green" jobs.
8. Conclusions
Within an analysis with the presentation of documented evidence it
was concluded that in general, must be a transition toward renewable energy
and the sustainable development. The main problem is that, although we are
talking about a technological and organizational transition, there is a wide
social transition that affects everyone, and if social effects of the transition
are not treated in a proper way, it will lead toward failure.
Following a simple analysis, we can see that if we give up mining and
coal energy, new industries will create new jobs, often more numerous than
the old ones. However, it will be needed for dozens, hundreds, even
thousands of people to be re-qualified, which is a complicated problem.2
Consequently, it requires continuous dialogue and social action and
politics to decide the fate of those affected by this transition. It is more a
social transformation than a technological one.
Promoting technologies for obtaining energy from renewable sources
constitutes a central element of the EU's global leadership regarding the
transition toward clean technology [35].
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SMART METER INTEGRATION
CONTORIZAREA INTELIGENTĂ ÎN ZONELE DE
DISTRIBUŢIE DIN ROMÂNIA
Dragoş Florin PALADE1
Abstract: The dimension of energy transition is global, the technology
revolution is European and worldwide. With the application of digital
technologies, a new ecosystem of services develops, including decentralized
generation, electric vehicles, grid flexibility and energy efficiency,
contributing to a modern, low-carbon and cost effective energy market. For
customers, this brings a golden age of empowered consumers, enabled by
smart grids. Smart meters are the cornerstone of a smart grid, bringing added
value to customers, energy distributors, suppliers, regulators and the
economy. This paper draws upon the experience of Enel Group in terms of
digitalisation, in Europe and world-wide.

Keywords: smart meters, smart grids, digitalisation, consumer empowerment
Rezumat: Dimensiunea tranziției energetice este globală, întrucât
revoluția tehnologică este nu doar Europeană ci mondială. Utilizarea
tehnologiilor digitale duce la dezvoltarea unui nou ecosistem de servicii,
inclusiv producție la nivel descentralizat, vehicule electrice, flexibilitatea
rețelelor, eficiență energetică, contribuind la o piață a energiei modernă,
cu emisii reduse și costuri eficientizate. Pentru clienți, aceasta înseamnă
o eră de aur în care consumatorul este la putere, cu ajutorul rețelelor
inteligente. Contoarele inteligente sunt baza rețelelor inteligente,
aducând valoare adăugată clienților, distribuitorilor, furnizorilor,
autorităților de reglementare și economiei în general. Lucrarea se
bazează pe experiența Europeană și internațională a Grupului Enel în
domeniul digitalizării.

Cuvinte cheie: contorizare inteligenta, digitalizare, retele inteligente, puterea
consumatorilor
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1. Introduction
The article aims to deal with the topic of smart metering in the
electricity distribution networks in Romania, from the perspective of
customers, distribution operators, electricity suppliers, the regulator, also
addressing the general impact on the economy. The information is taken
from the experience of the Enel Group, a pioneer in the field of smart
metering worldwide, with over 50 million meters installed in the countries
where it carries out electricity distribution operations. In a time when the
world is undergoing an energy transition process driven by digitalization and
new technologies, smart metering systems are the foundation of the future
smart grids, which will enable both the delivery of advanced customer
services and the efficient and low-cost operation of distribution networks, to
a higher quality of service offered.
2. Smart Metering worldwide
Smart Metering is a bi-directional measurement and communication
system between the meters and the DSO (Distribution System Operator)
systems, which with the maximum warranties of security, allows remote access
to the meters, giving the opportunity to collect readings, to manage energy, to
control available power and to manage the connection / disconnection of service
and while employing advanced anti-fraud mechanisms.
The Enel Group is a leader in the field of smart metering worldwide,
as it is one of the first utility companies in the world to apply the concept on
a large scale. Enel smart metering is found in several countries worldwide,
and currently more than 50 million customers worldwide benefit from Enel
Smart Meter technology, most of them in European countries, Italy and
Spain, the 8th and 14th economies of the world respectively, according to
the level of Gross Domestic Product (World Bank, 20181).
In the distribution areas of Latin America, Enel companies have
installed over 415,000 smart meters in countries such as Brazil, Colombia,
Peru, Chile and Argentina and their number is expected to grow significantly
in the next period.
As mentioned, in Europe, where the mechanisms of the European
Union support the installation of smart meters, we find a much larger
number of such installed equipment, over 50 million. The number of meters
in Italy amounts to about 35 million, in Spain 12 million, in Malta and
Montenegro more than 300 thousand each, and in Cyprus a pilot project has
1
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been started, and the number of meters will increase immediately after
analyzing the data of this project.
In Romania, the installation of smart meters started in 2015, until now
being installed over 650,000 meters in the distribution networks managed by
the companies in the Enel Group. During this year, the National Energy
Regulatory Authority approved a plan for the implementation of smart
meters, according to which, by the end of 2028, the Romanian distribution
companies of the Enel Group will have installed over 1.6 million smart meters.
3. Overview
The main feature that differentiates intelligent metering systems from
conventional meters, even electronic ones, is the connection with the EDistribution dispatcher in order to be able to remotely automate a two-way
communication flow at any time. Thus, the smart meter becomes a sensor in
low voltage electrical networks, allowing the energy distributor to have
much more accurate data on energy flows, consumption profiles and
operating needs of the networks.
The way data is transferred from the meter to their management system is
a very important one when talking about a smart metering solution. In the case
of the Enel solution, the data collected from the locations where the smart
meters were installed is transmitted by the PLC (Power Line Communication)
technology to the secondary stations, where a data hub is installed that takes all
the information from the meters installed from the respective station. Further,
this information reaches the control room and, implicitly, in the application that
manages them, through the public data transfer networks.
The smart metering solution uses an open communication protocol
(Meters & More) and is efficient due to the fact that it uses the existing
infrastructure of the electricity distribution network. The long service life of
the meters (over 15 years) allows future evolutions, being a durable and
reliable measurement solution, due to the low failure rate.
4. Benefits for the Ecosystem
Smart metering brings significant improvements to all stakeholders in
the community. Thus, consumers benefit from:
‐ Invoices on real consumption;
‐ Remote contracts management;
‐ Enhanced awareness on energy use;
‐ Active energy management;
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‐ More tariffs/options to choose;
‐ Tailored tariffs.
Thanks to smart metering, energy suppliers can benefit from the
possibility of easily introducing tariffs tailored to customer needs, enriching
customers experience and even introducing service differentiation.
The intelligent metering system brings benefits to the energy
regulatory authority, helping to develop the energy sector, to increase the
quality and reliability of electricity supply, thus enabling free-market
development and management.
Last but not least, the economy also has great benefits from the smart
metering, helping to develop the Smart industry, stimulate innovation,
energy efficiency and lower CO2 emissions, a great benefit for the
environment.
As the Enel smart meter has the ability to measure bi-directional
energy flows, it encourages the emergence of prosumers, a new category of
customers, who can produce electricity in small capacity plants (most
commonly photovoltaic panels), thus helping to reduce emissions in energy
production.
Experience from Italy, the country that adopted a policy of massively
installing smart meters in the early 2000s, shows benefits for the entire
economy by reducing unplanned downtime, all these improving the quality
of supply for both domestic and industrial consumers. Thus, in the
distribution areas of Enel in Italy, the SAIDI (System Average Interruption
Duration Index) indicator decreased from 2001, the year of the beginning of
the massive digitization of the networks, to 44 minutes in 20152.
5. Benefits for the customers
Smart metering is a powerful tool to improve costumer awareness,
fostering energy efficiency, which brings to the customer:
‐ Bi-directional energy flows
‐ Faster reconnection
‐ Greater protection against overvoltage in the network or other
possible incidents
‐ Faster contract changes
‐ Higher security, thanks to encrypted information
‐ Information for an efficient consumption
2
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‐ Tailored tariffs
‐ No access to the customers premises
6. Benefits for the distribution system operator
Smart metering is the first step to ensure sustainability, efficiency and
a reliable supply of electricity, in addition:
‐ Better quality of service
‐ Support in networks management and planification
‐ Better losses detection
‐ Renewables integration
‐ Operations efficiency
‐ Real information, on an hourly basis
‐ Enabling new technology
Other benefits that smart metering brings in the activity of the
distribution operator are:
‐ the reduction of the field activities: readings, activation / deactivation,
the change of tariffs, the reduction of interventions of the type "lack access"
‐ the services offered to the customers: the accuracy of the
measurement of the energy consumed, the invoicing of the real consumption,
the efficiency of solving the complaints, the optimization of the back-office
activity and implicitly the low costs of the services for the clients, better
methodology of establishing the prices, thus generating flexible tariffs.
‐ logistic optimization: warehousing, transportation optimization,
purchasing
‐ revenue management by identifying fraud attempts and network
failures, eliminating payment delays and achieving an efficient energy
balance.
All these benefits help in awareness of the behavior of all customers
and the constant planning of activities within the distribution network.
In addition, the optimization of the aforementioned activities also
leads to the optimization of the costs of the distribution operators, which
translates into the reduction of the operational expenses per customer, a
benefit that is transferred to the customer, adding to the improvement of the
quality of the service, and an optimization of the distribution tariffs. For
example, operating expenses per customer fell in Italy from 80 euros in 2001
to 48 euros in 2015, which represents an improvement of about 40%3.
3
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7. Enel experience in smart metering
All these benefits were identified due to Enel's experience in the field
of smart metering, an experience of over 25 years, which began in the 1990s
with the solution design, followed between 1999 and 2001 by a redesign of
the commercial process, so between 2001 and 2006 there were over 32
million meters for a complete roll-out in Italy. In 2010 began the installation
of meters in Spain, which currently has 12 million such devices installed.
The projects in Latin America and Romania followed, and from 2016 the
installation of the second generation of smart meters in Italy began.
8. Cervantes Solution
The smart metering solution currently used in Romania is also called
the Cervantes Solution, its characteristics being: energy balance, grid sensor,
FW remotely upgradable, Plug and play, bidirectional, enhanced cyber
security, PLC (Power Line Communication) embedded, remote reading and
programming, remote relay management, programmable power limit,
customer quality of services monitoring, prepayment, anti-tamper, flexible
multi tariffs.
9. Conclusions
Smart meters are the basis of future smart grids. E-Distribution
companies have already digitized most of the high and medium voltage
networks, so that the equipment in these networks can be controlled
remotely. The next natural step is to digitize low voltage networks using
smart meters, which are not only a passive measuring equipment but an
active component of the network. The purpose is to use the vast international
experience of the Enel Group for the benefit of the clients in Romania.
Smart grids, clean energy, sustainable mobility and energy efficiency reach
customers homes with the help of smart meter innovations.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE ASPECTS OF MHP EQUIPPED
WITH EOS AND FO TURBINES
ASPECTE PRIVIND FUNCŢIONAREA CU RANDAMENT
RIDICAT A MHC ECHIPATE CU TURBINE EOS ŞI FO
Cristian PURECE1, Valeriu PANAITESCU2, Irina ANGHEL-CHERA3

Abstract: The micro-hydro aggregates for small hydro power plant
(SHPP) and micro-hydro power plants (MHP) in low-energy hydro power have
been designed to operate on the basis of the evrything or nothing principle,
taking into account their exploitation at optimum efficiency and simplification
automation scheme. This principle proved to be inadequate due to the fact that
small rivers are characterized by a daily, monthly or seasonal drainage with
significant variation. Also, most of the micro-hydro power plants built in Romania
after 1980 have the high installation coefficients (installed 2-3 times the power
that could be obtained in continuous operation at the multi-annual average flow),
which has the effect of producing energy discontinuous power distributed in hours
of low operation for most of the year. Starting from the consideration that type
FO (Horizontal Francis) and EOS type turbines (horizontal helical with the Sshaped hydraulic circuit) have very sensitive flow characteristics, the paper
presents some technical ways of increasing the efficiency of the functioning of
micro-hydro aggregates (MHA) equipped with standardized turbines.

Keywords: efficiency, micr-hydro power plant, micro-hydro aggregate,
multi-year average flow
Rezumat: Microhidroagregatele ce echipează centralele hidroelectrice
de mică putere (CHEMP) şi microhidrocentrale (MHC) din cadrul
amenajărilor hidroenergetice de mică putere au fost concepute să funcţioneze
pe baza principiulul „tot sau nimic” (TSN), avându-se în vedere exploatarea
lor la randamente optime şi simplificarea schemei de automatizare. Acest
principiu s-a dovedit a fi inadecvat datorită faptul că râurile mici se
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caracterizează printr-o scurgere zilnică, lunară sau sezonieră cu variaţie
însemnată. De asemenea, majoritatea microhidrocentralelor construite în
România după 1980 au coeficienţi de instalare mari (putere instalată de 2-3 ori
mai mare decât puterea care s-ar putea obţine în funcţionarea continuă la
debitul mediu multianual), acest lucru având ca efect o producţie energie
electrică discontinuă repartizată în ore de funcţionare puţine în cea mai mare
parte a anului. Pornind de la considerentul că turbinele tipizate de tip FO
(Francis orizontal) şi EOS (elicoidal orizontal cu circuitul hidraulic în formă
de S) au caracteristici de randament foarte sensibile la variaţia debitului, în
cadrul lucrării sunt prezentate câteva modalităţi tehnice de creştere a
randamentului de funcţionare al MHC-urilor echipate turbine tipizate.

Cuvinte cheie: randament, microhidrocentrală MHC, microhidroagregat
MHA, debit mediu multianual
1.

Introduction

Under the EU Directive on Renewable Energy Sources [1], it is set as
a mandatory national target for all EU countries that, by 2020, renewable
energy should account for 20% of the energy consumed. Within these
sources, the production from hydro sources is estimated at about 18200
GWh / year, of which 1100 GWh in power plants with powers < 10 MW.
At the beginning of 2017, there were 118 economic operators that
owned 317 low-capacity (less than 10 MW) electric power generation
capacities - SHPPs and MHPs.
These low-energy hydro power together have an installed capacity of
341.6 MW, which represents about 5% of the total installed capacity on
hydro. The production made in 2016 by these privately-owned SHPPs and
MHPs was approx. 493 611 MWh, which represents about 3% of hydro
power generation [2].
According to a study by Hidroelectrica [3] it is estimated that by 2025
the production of electricity from hydro sources will be at approx.
20 000 GWh / year (Figure 1).
The main features of these MHPs are diversity, specificity, design and
execution concepts, exploitation mode.
These characteristics have resulted from the fact that they have been
made at certain historical moments and in certain technical and economic
circumstances.
Taking into account these desiderata, it is clear the necessity that,
together with the new hydro-energetic facilities that will be built, the
existing ones should be exploited in safety and efficiency, simultaneously
with their rehabilitation or retrofitting.
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Figure 1. Scheme of Romania's technically feasible hydropower potential

The behavior and exploitation of equipment within MHPs requires the
existence of indicators that characterize how well the intended purpose
corresponds to its intended purpose through its design and execution.
In this respect, it would be necessary to separate the technical factor
predominantly pursued in a specialized study, the human factor that should
not be approached simplistically or insufficiently, as well as the conditions
in which the equipment is exploited. Starting from the fact that these
factors are difficult to separate due to the many relationships that exist
between them, the analysis of the hydro-energetic equipment exploitation
should be started by fixing and characterizing the conceptual structure of
the MHPs equipped with EOS and FO turbines and their effective
exploitation.
2.

Conceptual Structure

At the basis of the design of these micro-hydro power plants (MHP
with powers from 10 to 200 kW) and of small hydro power plants (SHPP
with power from 200 to 3600 kW), the normative framework PE 306/90 [4]
stipulates the main conditions technical, layout schemes and construction
solutions. According to this normative, the following resulted:
- the variability of the river flows during one year required, in order to
achieve a maximum energy output, the operation of the micro-hydro power
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based on the principle of everything or nothing, with the application of a
electromechanical action solution;
- installation coefficient, defined as the ratio between the installed flow
and the average available energy flow rate (multiannual average decrease of
the flow rate for the other uses) between 1 and 3;
- the equipment used in the construction of MHPs are generally
typified, which, together with the technical and economical analysis of the
design, has led to the choice of several variants regarding the river sector,
the establishment of the installed flow, the diameter of the pipelines chosen
in order to achieve the consistency with the arrangement;
- as these facilities do not have significant accumulations, the
compensating basins being sized to a capacity that allows the operation of a
turbine for 0.5 hours, the planned electricity production is not achieved;
- realization of the components of the arrangement according to
simplified constructive solutions and type projects, having importance class
IV (SHPP), respectively V (MHP);
- the use of standardized energy and hydromechanical equipment in
domestic production (turbines, asynchronous generators, asynchronous
motors in generator mode, etc.) [5];this was possible by making an internal
production of micro-aggregates consisting mainly of two series of Francis
turbine types (FO - Figure 2) and helicoidal (EOS - Figure 3), coupled with
asynchronous generators, equipment that has been approved; the microaggregate range was further supplemented with groups equipped with a
Kaplan horizontal hydraulic circuit turbine (KOS) hydraulic turbine, which
allows either double-stroke or rotor-controlled, asynchronous / synchronous
generator.

Figure 2. Francis horizontal turbine (FO)
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Figure 3. Horizontal turbine with S-shaped hydraulic circuit (EOS)

These framework normative criteria [4], with all their returns, have led
to far-reaching outcomes, resulting in improvisational solutions, simplified
design schemes, or design mistakes.
3. Characterization indicators for EOS And FO type turbines
For the characterization of low-energy hydro power installations
equipped with EOS and FO turbines [6], a system of indicators is required
that encompass all its component parts, but only a subjective arbitrary
solution is possible. Taking into account the technical-economic design
indicators (energy produced and the cost of energy), a series of indices can
be detailed to show how much the arrangement is behaving. Thus, the
energy produced in an average year is calculated with a relation:
En = K Qm H 8760 1 2 106 [GWh/year]

(1)

where:
K is a coefficient that depends on the efficiency of micro-hydro
aggregate and takes 7 for EOS and FO turbines;
Qm - multiannual average flow;
H – net head (gross head from which the load losses are reduced);
8760 - the number of hours in a year;
1 - stock utilization coefficient;
2 - availability coefficient (0.8 for a unit and 0.9 for multiple units).
Analyzing the factors that intervene in the aforementioned relation
can be ascertained:
a) The coefficient K assumes a 70% hydro-aggregate efficiency,
considered as cover if it reaches its installed power. From the performance
measurements by ICEMENERG [7], [8], it is noted that at the nominal
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power for the EOS 500 turbine the efficiency was 6668%, and for EOS
1100 the efficiency was 7477%. At partial loads, efficiency falls rapidly, as
can be seen from the graph in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Efficiency variation by type EOS turbines flow

b) The average flow rate Qm seen as a water flow constant based on
multi-yearly measurements, gives indications of leakage volume over a long
period of time. From the point of view of exploitation, it is essential to
capitalize the daily flow of tributary, which is characterized by a pronounced
variability, a measure of which is the coefficient of variation, having values
between 0,3 - 0,74, for monthly average flows, its value rising far more for
daily average flows.
c) Net head H, is the difference between the gross fall and the loss of
the load. The loss of the calculated load in the design phase is
underestimated, being mainly dependent on the pipe or adduction channel
(large roughness due to poor executions) and the exploitation with a higher
degree of clogging of the grids or the deposition of material alluvial on the
hydraulic circuit.
d) Coefficient 1 , defined as the ratio between the stock of water and
the annual stock, is difficult to estimate because the capacity of such
arrangements is reduced. During the flood, a large amount of water is lost
and, at the same time, during these periods the hydrotechnical boats have a
faulty behavior.In order to determine this coefficient, it is necessary to have
a system of measuring the volumes transited during the high water periods
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and to make a hydraulic balance of an appropriate accuracy (less than 10%).
During the small waters, the share of servitude, which in some cases reaches
up to 50% of the tributary flow, takes an important share.
e) The stock availability coefficient 2, determined by design
according to the frame norm [4], has the values: 0,8 for a hydro aggregate
and 0,9 for several hydro aggregates.
From the behavioral study for SHPPs and MHPs it ranges from 0.85 to
0.98, but in this indicator there is no indication of downtime including repair
and maintenance times at various ovens and equipment.
In line with the existing design, construction, and operating
deficiencies of MHPs, it is inevitable that much less electricity production
than projected in the project will be. In most cases, energy in one year
represents between 180% of the project energy, and this interval does not
allow for a pertinent conclusion, and can not be correlated with the
hydraulicity of the year, the type of turbine or other factors.
4.

Operation MHPs based on the Everything or nothing
principle

4.1. Everything or nothing principle
In order to be exploited with optimum efficiency, micro-aggregates
that equip low-energy hydropower were designed to operate on the principle
of everything or nothing.
This type of operation involves the periodic operation of microaggregates by performing a number of start-stop cycles in one day, which
has the following consequences:
- the occurrence of overpressures in the induction line at start and stop;
- packaging of micro-aggregates at the time of stopping;
- clogging of the compressor outlet and compartment;
- blocking intake butterfly valves in the turbine;
- the occurrence of frequent stresses of electromechanical installations
(switch, actuator of the REGMO type instrument).
These stresses have a negative effect, such as breakage of the conduit
through the sealing of the seals, the destruction of the bearings, etc.
In case of operation according to the all or nothing principle, the
energy obtained is determined on the basis of the analysis of the operating
cycle.
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A working cycle has a duration tc composed of a running time (tf) and
a fill time you (a pause period).
The fill type of the compensating basin depends on the tributary flow
(Qa), the loss through the directing device (Qad) and the volume of the
compensating basin (V), which has the expression:
.

(2)

Runtime is a sum of partial times
,

;,

,,

,

.

(3)

The allure of time of operation (3) is shown graphically in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Operation chart based on everything or nothing

where:

,

- is the start time until the MHP connects to the network;
- the time needed for the MHP to reach the nominal regime;
texp - the operating time to the nominal regime;
,,
- the shutdown time up to the trigger limit from the system
,
- stop time of the MHP;
A - a constant that depends on the turbine and the nominal regime
imposed on it, namely the steering apparatus stroke and the shut-off speed of
the REGMO,
Qi - installed MHP flow rate.
,,
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To determine the operating time of the MHP, the equation of the
volume balance of the arrangement is written:
,

;,

,,

,

.

(4)

If it is marked with:
V0 the volume of water required to start the turbine
,

;,

,

V1 the volume of water lost in stopping the turbine
,

;,

,

then the MHP time equation becomes:
.

(5)

Taking into account that tc is the duration of a start-stop cycle, the
number of start-stop cycles (n) of a day is

n

24

tc

.

(6)

The electrical energy produced in a start-stop cycle Ec is given by the
relationship
9,81

,

where ,, is the energy produced during
relationship:
,,

9,81

,,
,

,,

Q t H Q η

2
and

,,

Q, H dt

,,

(7)

is calculated with the
const.

(8)

Electricity produced in a day working on the totality or nothing
principle is calculated by the relationship:
ETSN = n Ec

(9)

4.2. Advantages and disadvantages of operation according
to the principle of everything or nothing
Operation based on the principle of everything or nothing has the
advantage of obtaining a maximum yield by choosing such a nature of the
turbine (Qi installed flow rate, H calculation), but also by efficiently using
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the water stock if the tributary flow is more smaller than the installed flow
(Qa  Qi).
The disadvantage of this mode of operation of MHPs materializes
through a large number of start-stop cycles; this number depends on the
affluent Qa flow and leads to: load of the electric circuit breaker bearings,
shocks in the power transmission lines, blocking of the drive mechanisms of
the steering apparatus and damage to the electric motors, erosion of the
concrete basin and the escape channel, the fluctuating flow downstream of
MHP, a fluctuation that makes it almost impossible to maintain an aquatic
life.
5.

Techniques to increase the performance of MHPs

By abandoning the exploitation based on the principle of  everything
or nothing and the adoption of continuous operation at the Qa tributary
flow, the coverage of the long-lasting average daily flow curve is no longer
optimal, resulting in significant energy losses.
Given that the continued operation of MHPs is more appropriate when
Qa  Qi, but usually Qa  Qi, which requires intermittent operation based on
the principle everything or nothing, consideration should be given to
replacing existing MHAs with other MHAs with lower powers.
This also results from the fact that the vast majority of cases of energypower hydropower with more MHAs offer a much more elastic seasonal
flow adjustment scheme.
Based on the design on the same criteria according to the frame norm
[4], the fragmentation of the flow is done in equal mode resulting in a
number of identical MHAs.
However, the question of the opportunity of replacing an MHA with
another available, with a lower nominal flow, requires a careful study,
choosing the optimal variant is a decision-making problem that is solved on
the basis of the multicriterial analysis due to the divergent tendencies in
maximizing the energy obtained and minimizing spending.
One of the technical solutions that could be applied to the principle
of " everything or nothing" in order to reduce the number of start-stops of an
MHP equipped with a single MHA is to use a regulator to operate on the
REGMO device to close the device director of the turbine according to the
affluent Qa flow, ensuring continuous operation of the MHA. It should be
borne in mind that in the case of an MHP equipped with a single MHA it is
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possible to operate at a minimum flow rate of 50% of the nominal flow,
which means that the number of days of continuous operation in one year
could also be about 100 for the low power hydro power plant located on
rivers in the mountain range.The remaining 265 days The MHA must be
intermittent. Thus, by reducing the value of the flow rate used from the
maximum turbulent flow rate to 50% of the nominal flow, by closing the
turbine guide vane, during periods when the flow rate of the tributary flow is
lower, an increase in the duration of operation of the MHA acquis.
Another way to increase the efficiency of running MHAs can be to
change the installation angle of the rhetoric blades.This solution involves
removing the rotor blades and placing them at a lower angle than the one
corresponding to the nominal flow.
The optimal angle setting is based on turbine characteristics and is
generally lower by 50, which corresponds to a 30% reduction in flow rate
and an 8.5% increase in efficiency compared to the original one.
In this case, the main drawback is that run blades are welded,
seasonal adjustment is difficult to achieve, requiring specific devices and
skilled personnel.
Another option may be to purchase a spare run with the installation
angle at the desired value.
This variant is warranted if each run has a service life of approx.
3000 hours per year.
The above solution is viable if you can easily adjust the installation
angle. For a seasonal adjustment, a mechanical device can be adapted to
change and lock the installation angle to a certain value. The use of KOS
type turbines is too demanding to be used in this case.
6.

Conclusions

By efficiently capitalizing the Romanian hydropower potential, the use
of fossil fuels for energy purposes is reduced, for which important funds are
spent annually; reducing energy loss on transport lines; an important number
of localities are supplied with energy; eliminates voltage drops in distant
areas of electrical networks; reduce the number of floods of localities and
lands; a large number of jobs are created.
According to the analyzes presented in the article, we note the
following ways of adapting EOS type turbines for their optimal efficiency in
the case of the reduction of the turbulent flow at the value of the tributary
flow:
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- changing the angle of rotor blade installation, which requires studies
to achieve a technical solution for seasonal adjustment;
- reducing the number of start-up cycles of an MHA by using a
regulator that acts on the REGMO device to close the turbine directing
device according to the tributary flow;
- replacing the existing MHA with a smaller MHA with a lower power
corresponding to the tributary flow. The features of the new MHP are
derived from a pertinent technical and economic analysis.
These solutions can be applied during retrofitting, following a
feasibility study.
For a real optimization of the operation of small hydropower
developments, an in-situ [9] verification of exploitation characteristics and
technical / economic indices resulting from the project is required. In
addition to the performance of MHAs (as compared to the service
topographies guaranteed by the equipment provider) in the performance tests
[10], the actual MHA consumption (power-to-flow) characteristic is also
being developed.
This allows for the efficient use of water available in a hydropower
facility and the premises for a pertinent analysis of how MHA works.
In order to make a visible progress in the micro-hydro power field, the
efforts made so far (setting up a MHP realization concept, training the
personnel needed for MHP exploitation, creating an internal MHP
production) should be continued;this is in line with the current micro-hydro
policy in other countries where rivers with energy parameters similar to
those of the Romanian water courses frequently build hydro power plants of
low energy.
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1. Introduction
The advent of the smart electrical networks is placed context of
technological transition towards industry 4.0, and it’s fueled by societal
embrace of the green energy, and efficient way of living. However, there are
still hurdles to be jumped, like energy poverty, reduced energy efficiency,
high inertia of regulatory framework, a.s.o.
For example, we are depicting in Figure 1 the Romanian situation for
the energy consumption per capita, in the European framework. Figure 2 is
presenting more precisely the energy consumption situation, with respect to
the European average, and it has as timestamp for comparison the year 2017.
Current smart grids architecture model (SGAM) (see figure 3) for has
been deployed through joint efforts of CEN-CENELEC-ETSI [2]. Another
breakthrough is the advent and evolution of the interoperability standard IEC
61850, who aims at improving communications, data modelling, and
technological development (engineering-wise) [3-6]. This framework has
enabled the deployment of a vast array of technology, which profoundly
transformed the daily business not only for energy utilities, but for all the
actors involved, such as residential, commercial, and Industrial sectors, as
well as transportation [7,8].

Figure 1. Energy consumption per capita, in kWh/year [1]
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Figure 2. Energy consumption per capita, arranged in decreasing value, in kWh/year
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2. Vectors of change
The vectors of change are twofold: social and technological. From the
social point of view, the future change of the sector will be possible due to
the digitization, with the subsequent creation of a digital identity for
individuals.
The technological vector is based on disruptive technologies, such as
Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence, and blockchain.
The trend towards decarbonization will entail the deployment of both
vectors, at the same time, since their application is influencing one another.
3. The actors
Viewed from the perspective of the fundamental changes that lead to
the Smart Grids, the main categories of actors that produce this change are
the following:
1. Energy distribution / supply companies
2. Technology manufacturing companies
3. Energy regulators
4. End-users
3.1 Energy distribution / supply companies
The energy distribution companies (or supply companies) are facing
existential threats to their traditional way of conducting business. Therefore,
in order to survive and thrive, they must embrace the role of leader for the
process of the “energy democratization”. This means the evolution from the
mere sale of energy to the next level, offering help to the users in order to
become independent.
This shift is counter-intuitive, due to the fact that the means by which
the DSOs are hidden and have not been uncovered due to the unavailability
of the technology which could make them possible. As a start, the DSOs
must provide for their customers business models, which are tailor-made to
suit their needs, even for the case of renewable sources integration. The
DSOs must not overlook the real need of their present customers for future
engineering know-how, and for constant maintenance of their low-voltage
electrical networks. Also, the DSOs could capitalize on a plethora of
services, on which the central point is the Data Safety of their customers.
The needs of the current (and future) customers are changing, and the
identification of the global needs of the users, for the development of tools
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suitable for global use (for example, the challenging charging issue of
Electric Vehicles), is paramount for the stable development of the DSOs
influence on future energy services.
The DSOs must evolve into a highly-efficient platform for their
customers, offering an integration of several technologies / services, and
creating an “one stop shop” for quickly responding to the needs of their
customers.
The transition from an element-based measurement structure to a
function-based structure, which natively supports the evolution of smart
(smart) devices, will be performed with the help of AI (Artificial
Intelligence) will become even smarter (smarter) and integrate voice
recognition, and augmented reality.
3.2 Technology manufacturing companies
Currently, we are the witnesses of an evolution of smart devices,
accelerated by the AI algorithms, which are evolving and constantly
improving their outcomes. The manufacturing companies will continue to
rely on the AI algorithms, using machine learning (ML) logic. This approach
will significantly improve the devices analytical capacity. Also, another
breakthrough in improving energy efficiency is the transfer of responsibility
to the users. They will also be responsible with the Data Safety of the users.
3.3 Energy regulators
Due to current energy transition state the legislators must constantly
keep up the contact with technological innovations. This endeavor consists
in keeping a delicate equilibrium between following the trends of technology
change and providing the legislative framework for these changes.
By alternating the initiation of legislative shifts to be carried out by the
technological systems (lead the technology) following the technological
trends (follow the technology).
The biggest game-changer in the electrical energy systems is the
electricity storage systems, whose characteristics are yet under scrutiny, and
whose operation must undergo a detailed regulation, in order to be fully
deployable.
Another issue which will going to be of a paramount importance for
the upcoming development of smart grids is the Data Safety of the users,
domain still underdeveloped from regulation point of view.
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3.4 End-users
The end-users (customers) will evolve towards Digital Identity, giving
the permission to their AI-enhanced devices to store their data and, in certain
cases, to cat on their behalf. The smart devices which are currently in use
will become smarter by the use of AI. The advanced voice recognition
algorithms, as well as augmented reality will eliminate the need of
communicating to the devices the needs of their users, simplifying their use.
AI will have a defining role in analyzing data from sensors, in order to
provide digital Self-Awareness (SA). The advantage of identifying SA is the
predictability of user behavior, which will greatly enhance the energy
efficiency, as well as electricity networks operation, by mitigating costs and
CO2 impact on the environment.
Technologically, the end-users will also be surrounded with a vast
array of sensors, capable of learning by AI means, and all this information
will transcend the electric domain and will evolve towards all aspects of
human life.
4. Services
The users are to benefit from the advent of the Blockchain-based
digital platforms that will use users’ digital identities in order to address
local energy markets (all disruptive technologies will be provided: IoT, data
security, AI, augmented reality).
These partnerships for offering free intelligent devices will contribute
to:
 Enhancing efficiency of all energy-centric processes
 CO2 footprint reduction of human activities
 Reducing the price of energy paid by end-users
 Increasing the profits for companies which will invest in the
disruptive technologies and think outside the box.
5. Conclusions
The need for a cleaner environment has led the scientists to the
conclusion that the energy sector, one of the key actors of global warming,
must undergo a fundamental shift. Therefore, technological advances which
lead to the advent of the smart networks, is here to develop even faster. This
paper has investigated the technology implications in the upcoming change,
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as well as the future necessary actions which are needed for a successful
transition of towards a carbon-neutral energy sector.
The necessary actions must be taken, in order to ensure the proper
deployment of the upcoming technological trends. These steps start with the
adaptation of the measurement systems to the evolving IEC 61850 standard.
Then, the integration of the measurement systems must be performed in an
evolved system of analysis and automatic learning, based on AI. Also, the
customers must choose carefully the automatic learning methods of database
analysis systems.
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